Alumnae/Alumnus Profile:
Alison Sweeney, AAS 2011

Alison attended the University of Montana College of Technology receiving her Associates degree in Energy Technology in 2011. She most enjoyed the courses focusing on electronics and alternative energies.

As a sixth generation Montanan, Alison has a very strong commitment to doing things locally. This means food, energy, arts, and craftsmanship. Alison currently works installing solar thermal and hydronic heating systems with Liquid Solar Systems in Bozeman. These systems are designed to reduce the use of natural gas and thereby offset some of the environmental repercussions of natural gas mining and emissions.

Alison believes that in order to preserve our wild places we should strive to generate as much energy as we can within the built environment.

When not installing solar thermal systems as she is seen doing here, Alison spends time traveling with her husband, metalsmithing jewelry, growing and preserving food, and presenting workshops on urban beekeeping and chicken keeping; two hobbies that she finds very rewarding.

If you would like to contact Alison she can be reached at 406-585-2884 or abernadettes@gmail.com.